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영      어

※ Choose the word that is closest in meaning to the underlined expression.(1-8)

1.Have you ever heard a herd of buffalo stampeding?

① calling loudly ② eating voraciously

③ sneezing suddenly ④ rushing wildly

⑤ snorting loudly

2.Stroud became interested in ornithology.

① the study of diseases ② the study of birds

③ the study of animals ④ the study of vegetables

⑤ the study of stones

3.It was such a great performance from an accomplished actress.

① skillful ② elegant

③ attractive ④ respectable

⑤ infamous

4.Not having prepared in advance, he gave an impromptu speech.

① unrehearsed ② eloquent

③ persuasive ④ coherent

⑤ impressive

5.The president of the company asked the secretary to abridge the report.

① shorten ② dictate

③ analyze ④ hide

⑤ distribute

6.Sympathetic bosses like him are few and far between.

① a lot ② common

③ rare ④ scarcely

⑤ usual
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7.Some people find interview situations very intimidating.

① interesting ② stultifying

③ complicating ④ threatening

⑤ pacifying

8.In New York, the rich flaunt their wealth while the poor starve on the

streets.

① squander ② accumulate

③ boast ④ confiscate

⑤ inherit

9.Choose the one that best completes the sentence.

Advertisements for the new product were ___________ in all the usual print media.

① placed ② ascertained

③ ordained ④ called

⑤ specified 

※ Choose the expression which is incorrect.(10-13)

10. ① It took ② eight years ③ to complete the Erie Canal, ④ the

365-mile waterway ⑤ which it connects Albany and Buffalo in New York

State.

11. This is one face of the insurgency ① challenging the American

occupation of Iraq, an insurgency that ② so far ③ has claimed the lives

of 191 soldiers since President George W. Bush ④ has declared the end

of "major combat operation" ⑤ last May.

12. We were ① positive in the dark ② concerning the ③ missing petty cash

fund, until Beatrice ④ mentioned having used the money ⑤ to pay for the office

luncheon.

13. ① In addition to enraging Beijing, Chen has also created ② an ill-timed

headache for Taiwan's biggest ally: the U.S.A., ③ which obligates under its

Taiwan Relations Act ④ to come to the island's defense ⑤ in case of an
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attack.

14. Choose the underlined expression which is correct.

① Neither of the two applicants are eligible for the job.

② The coffee price has rose sharply in the last few years.

③ The boss expressed his concern that the worsening economy.

④ The newly installed machine will make possible to increase the daily output.

⑤ Although the main point is agreed upon, the final result remains to be seen.

※ Read the following passages and answer the questions.

In Denver, and around the United States as celebrations are planned to mark the 500th

anniversary of Columbus' arrival, American Indian groups are planning their own observances--

but in protests, not parades. To them, the national holiday marks an invasion, not a discovery.

To the consternation of Italian American groups here, members of American Indian

Movement, a leading Indian advocacy group, are demanding the removal of a plaque at the civic

center that commemorates Columbus as "Discoverer of America."

In a letter to Mayor Wellington Webb, who is black, the group wrote: "As an

African-American, we hope that you can empathize with our feelings on this matter. It would

be as if the city had a statue honoring slave traders or the Ku Klux Klan."

15. Which of the following is the closest in meaning to the underlined word

consternation?

① wrath ② expectation

③ desire ④ consolation

⑤ dismay

[16-17]

The people who pushed the frontier westward across the United States probably never

thought of themselves as brave pioneers. They simply wanted to improve their lives, and

the West offered an opportunity to do so. In overcoming the hardship they encountered on

the way, though, they displayed great courage and determination.

Individuals and families who planned to travel west usually met in St. Louis, Missouri.

There experienced scouts who knew the best routes and places to camp mobilized

approximately one hundred covered wagons into wagon trains. The wagons were pulled by

mules or oxen, sure-footed and strong animals that could handle the heavy loads and

navigate the narrow trails.

Because these cross-country journeys took between four and five months, all wagon

trains left in the spring. It was essential to traverse the Rocky Mountains before snow

blocked the mountain passes. There was no time for ambling, and the pioneers traveled

fifteen to twenty miles each day. Although their itineraries included brief stops at forts or

settlements to repair equipment and buy supplies, no one relaxed until after the trip.
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16. Why did all the wagon trains start in the spring?

① Spring is a good season to begin a new project.

② They had to travel over the Rocky Mountains before snow-fall.

③ The cross-country journeys by the wagon trains took more than half a year.

④ The pioneers wanted to overcome their hardship as soon as possible.

⑤ The forts and settlements opened only in the spring.

17. According to the passage, which of the following statements is not true?

① The pioneers believed themselves to be brave.

② The pioneers went to the West to improve their lives.

③ St. Louis was the place where people planning to travel west met.

④ The wagon trains traveled fifteen to twenty miles a day.

⑤ The wagon trains used to stop at forts and settlements.

[18-19]

The great English author Charles Dickens was a life-long champion of social justice. In

fact, his own childhood foreshadowed the lives of the characters in his novels. Poverty

forced Dickens at the age of twelve to quit school and work in a shoe polish factory. He

never forgot that experience. Images of poverty appear in many of his novels.

Dickens began his literary career by writing articles for newspapers. He often used the

pseudonym "Boz." When he was twenty-four years old, several of these articles were

published in one volume called Sketches by Boz.

Dickens' first publications were humorous. However, as his fame grew, he began to

write more about social problems. Dickens' novel Oliver Twist dealt with cruelty toward

orphaned children. Dickens used Oliver's story to allude to the social system in England.

He used the slang of poor people and even criminals in some of the dialogues he wrote.

A London newspaper first published Oliver Twist in serialized form. People waited

eagerly for each episode to appear. In addition to entertaining readers, however, Oliver's

story made the public aware of the need to protect orphaned children.

Dickens' work often appears in anthologies of great literature. His compassion for poor

people inspired many of (A) __________ English to work for improvements in the quality of

life of (B) __________ poor.

18. Which of the following best fits into (A) _________ and (B) __________?

① the - the ② an - a

③ the - a ④ an - the

⑤ some - some
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19. According to the passage which of the following statements is true?

① Images of poverty appear in none of Dickens' novels.

② Oliver Twist's story praises the social system in England.

③ The episodes of Oliver Twist were first published in several newspapers.

④ Dickens often used his pen name in his newspaper articles.

⑤ Dickens began to write newspaper articles after he became famous.

[20-22]

Peter Zenger was 13 when he sailed to America. He set out from Germany in 1710

with his parents and his brother and sister. They were excited when they left their home;

they were looking forward to a good life in a land of freedom and opportunity. But their

voyage was long, and much worse than anyone expected. Some people died on the ship.

Peter's father was one of them.

Peter became an apprentice to a printer. He was apprenticed for eight years. About half

the people who came to America in those days became either indentured servants or

apprentices. They worked for the person who paid their boat fare--usually from 3 to 10

years.

When Peter was 21 he was finally free to go out on his own--and he did. First he set

up a print shop in Maryland, but later he moved back to New York. Then he founded a

newspaper called the New York Weekly Journal. It was full of spicy articles. People looked

forward to reading it each week. Some articles said Governor Cosby took bribes, took

away people's land, and made elections come out the way he wanted them to. The articles

were probably written by Zenger's lawyer friends, but no one is sure because they were

signed with made-up "pen" names.

20. How many members of the Zengers arrived at America alive?

① 2 ② 3

③ 4 ④ 5

⑤ 6

21. Which of the following statements is true of Peter Zenger?

① He came to America following his grandparents.

② He founded a newspaper when he was 21 years old.

③ He continued to live in New York after he came to America.

④ He was probably apprenticed to a printer to pay his boat fare.

⑤ He worked as a lawyer in Maryland before he returned to New York.
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22. Which of the following statements is true of the New York Weekly

J ournal?

① It was a daily newspaper.

② People did not pay attention to it.

③ It was an official royal paper to Governor Cosby.

④ Peter's lawyer friends probably contributed articles to it.

⑤ It became famous because it correctly predicted who would be the governor.

[23-25]

Written in 1895, Jude the Obscure was Hardy's last and most extraordinary novel,

which he declared was about' the deadly war between flesh and spirit' and 'the contrast

between the ideal life a man wished to lead and the squalid real life he was fated to lead.'

Perceived as an immoral attack on the marriage laws and educational institutions, its

publication caused a furor and after its hostile reception Hardy lost interest in the novel

form, dedicating the rest of his life to writing poetry.

Jude the Obscure is a slightly personal work which has curious links with Hardy's

own life. It tells the tale of Jude Fawley, a rural stone-mason (as Hardy's father was)

who had academic aspirations but is relentlessly thwarted in every aspect of his life. His

relationship with his independent, free-thinking cousin, Sue Bridehead, offers fulfillment, but

fails to withstand the ultimate test of tragedy. Hardy's painful loss of religious conviction

led him to the pessimistic belief that man is the victim of indifferent forces, and this

philosophy pervades the novel. Its preoccupation with the injustice of the marriage laws

reflects the tension of Hardy's own marriage.

23. Why did Hardy quit writing novels?

① He lost interest in writing.

② Jude the Obscure was not accepted favorably.

③ His economic situation forced him to work for money.

④ He realized that the real life differed from his ideal life.

⑤ His father asked him to succeed the family business.

24. Which of the following is the closest in meaning to the underlined word

squalid?

① filthy ② sober

③ splendid ④ illusory

⑤ uncertain
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25. Which of the following is not true of J ude the Obscure?

① Hardy didn't write novels any more after this novel.

② The tension of Hardy's own marriage is reflected in this novel.

③ The story is about the contrast between the ideal life and the real life.

④ It is full of Hardy's belief that man can be saved only through God.

⑤ It was regarded as immoral because it criticized the marriage laws.

※ Choose the best English translation of the following Korean

sentence.(26-27)

26. 내 여자친구는 인상이 좋기 때문에 내 부모님께 소개시켜드리는 것이 두렵지 않

다.

① I'm not afraid to introduce my girlfriend to my parents in that she has a good

impression.

② I'm not afraid that I should introduce my girlfriend to my parents due to her

good impression.

③ I'm not afraid to introduce my girlfriend to my parents because she makes a

good impression.

④ I'm not afraid of introducing my girlfriend to my parents because she has a good

impression.

⑤ I'm not afraid to have introduced my girlfriend to my parents since she has

made a good impression.

27. 우리는 당신이 법학학위를 취득하고 2년간의 실무 경험이 있지 않으면 이 직

무에 대한 지원자로서 고려하지 않을 것이다.

① Before considering an applicant for this position, you must have a degree in law

as well as two years' experience in the field.

② We will not consider you an applicant for this position unless you have two

years' experience in the field as well as a degree in law.

③ Before considering an applicant for this position, you should have not only a

degree in law but also two years' experience in the field.

④ We will not consider an applicant for this position except for two years'

experience in the field and a degree in law.

⑤ We will not consider you an applicant for this position lest you have a degree in

law and two years' experience in the field.
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※ Choose the best answer to the question.

What you need to know about pesticides is really very simple. They are all designed to

kill unwanted living things, or pests. All pesticides are dangerous to living things, and that

includes human beings. The few, inorganic pesticides used before World War II were called

"economic poisons" because of their economic benefit to farmers. "Economic poisons"

became, in some circles, "plant protectants." With each change in terminology, the sense of

toxicity became more ________ .

28. Which of the following best fits the blank?

① diluted ② popular

③ significant ④ prominent

⑤ urgent

In the United States adults who try to act "civilized" towards handicapped people by

pretending they don't notice anything unusual sometimes end up ignoring handicapped

people completely. In the first few months I lived in this country, I was struck by the fact

that whenever children asked me what was the matter with my leg, their adult companions

would hurriedly shush them up, furtively look at me, mumble apologies, and rush their

children away. After a few months of such encounters, I decided it was my responsibility

to educate these people. So I would say to the flustered adults, "It's okay, let the kid ask."

Turning to the child, I would say, "When I was a little girl, no bigger than you are, I

became sick with something called (1) . The muscles in my leg shrank up and I

couldn't walk very well. You're much luckier than I am because now you can get a

vaccine to make sure you never get my disease. So don't cry when your mommy takes

you to get a (2) vaccine, okay?" Some adults and their little companions I talked to

this way were glad to be rescued from embarrassment; others thought I was strange.

29. Choose the one that fits both (1) and (2).

① cholera ② measles

③ polio ④ smallpox

⑤ malaria
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[30-31]

Muller, the greatest popularizer of linguistics in the nineteenth century, proposed what

he called the "Ding-Dong" theory. His theory claimed a mystic harmony or correlation

between sound and meaning. Just as in nature every object, when struck by a solid body,

gave off its own peculiar sound (like a bell when it is struck), so man's mind gave off a

particular response to the various impacts which the world made upon it. There were four

hundred or so basic sounds which made up the roots of this original language. For

example when primitive man was confronted by a wolf, the sight rang a bell, so to speak,

and he instinctively said, "Wolf!" Muller later rejected his own theory.

Another theory is the "Yo-He-Ho" theory. This theory suggests that language first

began in a social setting, that of men working together. Strong muscular action, such as a

man swinging an axe or a sledgehammer, caused the breath to be expelled forcibly for

relief. The vocal cords vibrated, a specific rate of vibration for a specific action, thus

producing a particular and distinct sound for each particular kind of work. The sound

identified with that action became the name of the action: "Heave!" "Haul!" "Wonderful!"

"Push!" “Punch" Grunts do indeed result from muscular exertions, and some of these

grunts may become incorporated in words or word formations. But to assume an entire

language built from grunts is rather ridiculous.

30. How can the Ding-Dong theory and the Yo-He-Ho theory be evaluated?

① Both of them are adequate theories.

② Neither of them is an adequate theory.

③ Both of them are adequate theories but not widely accepted ones.

④ The Ding-Dong theory is an adequate theory, but the Yo-He-Ho theory is not.

⑤ The Yo-He-Ho theory is an adequate theory, but the Ding-Dong theory is not.

31. Among the underlined words, choose the one that is not appropriate as an

example.

① Heave ② Haul

③ Wonderful ④ Push

⑤ Punch
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[32-33]

We tend to stereotype because it helps us make sense out of a highly confusing world,

a world which William James once described as “one great, blooming, buzzing confusion." It

is a curious fact if we don't know what we're looking at, we are often quite literally

unable to see what we're looking at. People who recover their sight after a lifetime of

blindness actually cannot at first tell a triangle from a square. A visitor to a factory sees

only noisy chaos where the superintendent sees a perfectly synchronized flow of work. As

Walter Lippmann has said, “For the most part we do not first see, and then define; we

define first, and then we see." Stereotypes are one way in which we “define" the world in

order to see it. They classify the infinite variety of human beings into a convenient

handful of "types" toward whom we learn to act in stereotyped fashion. Life would be a

wearing process if we had to start from scratch with each and every human contact.

32. Stereotypes are at the core of our efforts to _______________.

① change the world

② visit a factory

③ overcome physical blindness

④ make sense of the world

⑤ manage our body movements

33. Choose the word that is closest in meaning to the underlined word synchronized.

① fixed ② started

③ coordinated ④ animated

⑤ chastened

The ancient Greek scientists observed the dazzling stars in the sky and created basic

astronomy. They named each constellation after the characteristics of Greek gods. They

used the twelve signs that appear in different periods in a year cycle to represent human

personalities. Each sign projects the character and personality of one specific Greek god.

The person under a certain sign has a personality related to the characteristics of that

Greek god. These twelve _______ signs can be classified into the four elements in this

world which are: wind, earth, fire, and water.

34. Choose the word that best fits the blank.

① astrological ② astronomical

③ aeronautical ④ aerodynamic

⑤ astronautical
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35. Choose the answer that could best replace the underlined word without

changing the meaning of the sentence.

The company's guarantee is nothing more than a swindle to sell you the tiger.

① dexterity ② fortitude

③ ineptness ④ skill

⑤ trickery

※ Fill in the blank with the most suitable expression.(36-37)

36. Companies are seeking ever more ___________ places to promote their

goods and services. Parking meters, restaurant restrooms, portable toilets,

golf course locker rooms - plus the handles of golf clubs and baseball bats

- have all become eligible targets. Many advertisers believe the traditional

means of advertising have become less effective, and do not reach the

customers they want to target.

① remote ② private

③ famous ④ novel

⑤ persuasive

37. Bill Smith stayed in jail for almost 10 months. A trial date was set.

Smith's friends were ready to be his lawyers, but just before the trial, the

governor had them ________. That meant they could not practice law.

① ignored ② chased

③ disbarred ④ accused

⑤ investigated

38. Choose the one that best completes the blank.

Modern humans are becoming aware that forms of energy such as oil, coal and

natural gas do not exist in unlimited supplies and could dwindle down to nothing in

the near future. ______________, they are difficult to obtain, they pollute the atmosphere,

and the cost of refining and transporting them is immense. _____________ humankind

must find new sources of energy. One alternative source is solar energy.

① Furthermore - Otherwise ② However - By the way

③ In addition - Thus ④ Therefore - Consequently

⑤ Yet - Besides
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※ Read the following passages and answer the questions.

Globalization of the economy has brought immense benefits to advanced countries, such

as the UK, and has encouraged growth and development in many Asian and Latin

American countries, though Africa is not yet one of its _________. One of the benefits of

globalization is the widespread connecting of people, sharing of information and ideas

brought down in part by the Internet. 160 million people are now connected to email. 400

million people now travel each year to another continent, admittedly at great cost to the

environment - one passenger journey produces as much pollution as a family car in one

year.

39. The most appropriate word for the blank is __________.

① benedictions ② benefactors

③ beneficent ④ beneficiaries

⑤ beneficial

Five years ago a group of women began a legal fight with the New Jersey City Fire

Department. They contended that a physical examination required to make them eligible to

be firefighters was unfair. The test stressed strength, speed, and agility. Prospective

firewomen had to show they could drag an 80-pound hose, climb ladders and stairs, lift a

150-pound dummy, and excel in similar activities. The test has been revised.

40. The author implies that the revised test _______________________.

① is probably less difficult to pass than the old test

② is probably as difficult to pass as the old test

③ does not test physical abilities at all

④ will probably be discontinued

⑤ has not been approved by the State of New Jersey


